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Church moment this in difficult times for could do all service, result from a pandemic that is still in progress this. Shepherd has Fright to pandemic However shepherd is also in the call and must keep going to serve. Through method study, qualitative descriptive could be concluded that shepherd could do with equipping and understand about c stewardship according to Bible next in-service bring Among connection Church and Stewardship as a base in actualizing so that bring The duties and roles of the Shepherd Hearing in Stewardship nice church _ this addressed in Stewardship During the COVID-19 Pandemic. Although there is an epidemic problem disease this no can stop shepherd from doing service stewardship church because the church must keep going capable adapt yourself and survive in dependency on God, so the church could do various appropriate way _ with the rule of the protocol program health the government should be obeyed by strict With so could conclude that Shepherd's Role in stewardship The Church during the Covid-19 Pandemic can be conducted with equipping and understand about c stewardship according to Bible

INTRODUCTION

Stewardship is one _ very important part of Christianity. Since beginning creation, God calls man to manage earth and everything content (Genesis 1:28). Not quite enough answer this is a gift given by God to human. Role human, not as owner nor ruler on earth and everything the contents, but as a worker or given maid _ Duty for organizing and manage gift from a master. Stewardship is reflection and style of life from everyone’s belief. _ Because of what believers do _ must be accounted for in front of God, even when no do anything Thing that too should be accounted for. Stewardship is an indicator of maturity spiritual from a Christian.

In principle, the definition of or definition from stewardship by general is position, duties, or service a steward (McKechnie, 1979). Other definitions of stewardship is covers not quite enough to answer man to, and use than, everything something to trust Lord to him (life, body, time, talents and abilities, possessions), to serve others and their knowledge about the truth. steward it “concerns” wisdom and use life that doesn't attach importance to self alone.” (Smith, 1973, p. 21) According to Cooper-White, stewardship no solely related or especially with money or goods. Implementation
stewardship is followed by spirituality, meaning that implementation stewardship is accompanied with carrying across, God. ([Cooper-White, 2009, p. 203]) Implementation ongoing stewardship _ often go out from identity as a disciple of Christ . Life in such a path this is a process which on purpose will bring believers _ for oppose every challenge . So from that’s Cooper White says that steward must based on with spirituality .

Related with topics Shepherd ‘s Role in stewardship The church during the Covid-19 pandemic has also been researched by Mariani Harmadi and Adi Dharma Budiatman with study Shift Perspective Theology grazing With Virtual Services During a Pandemic Now and Later . Conclusion from study the is that In the situation any pattern _ grazing with base Word God (John 10:15) for present in accompaniment with pray for , pay attention to , care for , strengthen , comfort , provide dish spiritual on thirst and hunger will truth is nature and function a shepherd . Susanto Dwiraharjo also did study similar in article title Construction theological Digital Church : A Reflection Online Worship Bible in the Covid-19 Pandemic Period (Dwiraharjo , 2020 ), with conclusion that church must can contextual to something change without loss the essence as body Christ . Based on second study the still there is things that haven’t been researched that is about role shepherd in stewardship in Century pandemic . because _ that ‘rticle this will research and discuss about topics that .

METHODS

Method used _ in study this is qualitative descriptive, ( Zaluchu , 2020 ) with approach studies related literature _ with draft stewardship . Writer study a number of text parallel bible that describes about stewardship investigated for get information about mean stewardship church by correct and applied in the era of a pande . Writer dig various information the through various reference like article journals , conference books , and issue other .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Stewardship according to Bible

At the beginning creation , God calls man for responsible answer on earth and everything its contents . Not quite enough big answer _ this is a gift given by God, and given for free. Role human , not as owner nor ruler on earth and everything the contents , but as a given servant / worker not quite enough answer for organize and manage gift from master (Amiman , 2018). Says Allah: “ Let us make man according to our image and likeness , so that they power over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and above cattle and above whole earth and above all animal creeping thing that creeps on the earth ” ( Genesis 1:26). In the Book of Genesis this there is a powerful word over the fish in the sea ... this prove that man have role urgent in manage earth , as mandate from God . This speak question devotion to Lord or stewardship to God . Question devotion or stewardship is question how leader church or believer _ use his life . Because people believe is follower Christ who believes Bible as guidelines for life , then people believe need learn basics stewardship from in Bible .

Use term stewardship in Old Testament meaning head House stairs . In Hebrew _ ( ha is hasher al ) contained in Genesis 43:19; or head in Genesis 44: 4 ( : asher al babyth ) which means the person to whom entrusted not quite enough responsibilities and tasks for head as well as look after property and everything activity in House stairs . Another term that is still there is connection with this meaning is a servant born within House his master , who accepted and obtained right as existing heir _ in Genesis 15 :3-4 ( : ben mesheq ). Beside that there is also a term : sar ( Hebrew ) which means one who serves (1 Chronicles 28:1), in position as prince , or head troop ( Bibleworks , 2018).
As it happened in Abraham’s life commissioned Thing same to Eliezer for manage House the stairs. Have a servant who can trusted for manage property and business House the ladder, that servant is Elizer. She is steward or regulator House ladder the master, who manages property and business that in accordance with the will of Father Abraham, its owner. Orientation her job for manage what already mandated. “Manage” comes from the word “manage” which means administer, regulate, organize; people with Duty that called "manager". In the book of Genesis, steward also called "head " house" (Genesis 43:16,19;44:4), "head palace" (Isaiah 22:15).

From the mandate ordered Lord to man in Genesis 1:26-28, here God gives right to man for Becomes manager, or God on earth in arrange His creation, because man already created "in the image " of God. So principle first in devotion is that God is owner all something; Principle second is humans who have created by God given Duty for Becomes administrator his creation. This no means that ownership on all something handed over to human. Remember that man myself is also God’s creation, and they too belongs to God. Actually for Christians, possession herself Becomes doubled, because he has redeemed from his sins. As Paul said "Or no do you know you, that your body is the temple of the indwelling Holy Spirit you, the Holy Spirit you are earn from Allah, and that you no owned by you alone? Because you has bought and the price has paid off Paid: Because of that glorify Allah with your body!” (I Corinthians 6:19-20). (Tomatala, 1993, p. 10)

Ellen G. White says “A steward liken herself with master. He accept not quite enough answer a steward, and he must Act replace master, do as the master do when he lead. Attention the master Becomes attention steward. position from a steward is something honor because the master trust him. If in one method he Act attach importance to herself alone and deflect profit earned with trading on goods owned by the master for profit he alone, he has pervert the trust placed to him." (White, 1992, p. 249)

Through definition from the words above, can spelled out that steward in The Old Testament is the one who can trusted and given right as well as not quite enough answer for lead, organize and work on all something to trust to him. steward have status as executor who has right as well as obligations, which include there is not quite enough answer to assigned task to him, aiming for operate his devotion to master and not for look for profit private.

Whereas in Agreement New, the equivalent of stewardship is the word stewardship that comes from from the Greek word α (oikonomía), which comes from from two words namely oikos which means home and nemein which means take care of. In the ancient Greek world oikonomía have many meaning, but lead to administration or management House stairs. Oikonomos then translated as stewardship in language English, which means responsible trusted answer for look after all affairs House stairs. Stewardship word often interpreted as, a given servant not quite enough answer on money, property, goods nor source power human. So this word bring the idea, that a owner or the master who gave trust as well as not quite enough answer to somebody or servant for look after something ownership. (Cunningham, 1979, p. 17)

inside Agreement There is also the word epitropos (Matthew 20:8, Luke 8:3, Galatians 4:2) which is used for describe someone who works in stewardship. Epitropos explain about someone who gets honor and trust for doing something Duty certain (Tomatala, 1993). In Translate new LAI, the word interpreted with foreman, treasurer and guardian. Epitropos meant for explain about someone to trust or mandated a not quite enough answer. Jesus by assertive describe steward as part intact from destination His
coming with said, "Son of man who came " no for served , but for serve and for give His life became ransom for many “ (Mark 10:45). Jesus convey that Duty moderate service _ implemented is accepted assignment _ from Father ( John 7:16-18, 6:37-40, 12:49-50). Task this is something not quite enough responsibility and trust Father to Him, who must implemented by comprehensive and full not quite enough answer . (Tomatala , 1993) In 1 Corinthians 4:1,2, the apostle Paul mentions herself and her friends his work as steward God ’s secret . Then in Titus 1:7, Paul mentions overseer congregation as steward of God. The Apostle Peter in 1 Peter 4:10 considers himself and Christians as steward love God ’s gift (Anwari, 2002, p. 7). However in his letters , the apostles also used term oikonomos for mention servants Christ .

steward in Agreement New means someone who gets honor and trust , based on delegation full duties and authority _ for doing something profession entrusted special _ to him . Whereas stewardship more relate with tasks and rules made _ for support implementation Duty that (Tomatala , 1993). In Jesus ' prayer teach to His disciples, He is not just ordered they begging , so that God 's name is sanctified , His kingdom He has brought to in the world, and his will be done on earth , as in heaven , but also that they beg what are they need in life those in the world, namely bread or food they each day , forgiveness sin , which every time they do against God and against fellow they human , liberation from constant temptation and evil _ threaten life them . In accordance with that he commissioned his disciples to each other serve and to " cheap " heart , same like Father they are inside heaven " (Luke 6:36) . framework this parable about " cheap Samaritans heart " (Luke 10:25-37) must our understand . Who wants _ follow Jesus , he must willing give and serve , the same like Jesus _ do in his life (Abineno, 2017).

So that as leader church one _ of them responsible in stewardship administration in realize service effective church . _ Shepherd congregation have responsibility for bring the church he leads capable give answer will need people , one of them with provide stewardship good administration (Sudjarwo, 2019). Organization through role leader , that is shepherd congregation already should give service in fast , sophisticated , effective and efficient management . _ Service this will be very helpful for shepherd in look for information To use implementation Duty the service (Julianes et al., 2020).

2. Connection Church and Stewardship

curch word originated from the Portuguese word igreya , which is Translate from the Greek word kyriake , meaning owned by God . kyriake said as designation for the fellowship that became owned by God . this word no there is in Agreement New , term this new used after the time of the apostles , namely as designation church as an Institution with all the rules . Whatever is meant owned by Lord are people who believe to Lord Jesus as His savior . So, church is fellowship of the faithful . While inside _ Agreement New , the word used for mention fellowship of believers is ekklesia , which means meeting or association consisting of of the summoned ones for gather . They gather because summoned and collected (Hadiwijono, 2007).
Weinata Sairin in book *Theology encounter*, give a formula about church, that is church no of this world, however he sent to in the world. Sentences that reveal identity church this, explain that church not something originating institution _ of this world, like institutions other. church understand as fellowship founded by God himself, however simultaneously with that church sent for work in the midst of this world, for demonstrate peace God ’s peace. Figure church as fellowship belongs to Allah pregnant dimensions assignment. In other words the church is moderate fellowship _ sent, the fellowship is being in the middle the road, the fellowship that hasn’t been arrived at the place destination end, so church no can trapped in static attitude, but must Jelly see environment as well as the surrounding context (Setiawan, 2017).

In dynamic conditions, then _ church operate his mission in all places and throughout time. Mission church no once changed, however form and approach in implementation mission that could different in accordance with context space and time, so that the mission church could implemented with right. Mission church the require church life match with Gospel and stand firm in one Spirit and require churches as one body, heart, mind, fight for the faith generated by the news the gospel and requires they each other understand, pay attention and serve in the interests of together.

John Stott in A. Naftallino understand *mission dei* with Becomes witness will the real presence of God in the midst life. God ’s presence also reveals mercy pity him _ humans who have fall down in sin. With so church sued for showing image self Christ and with consistent life in truth, dare state truth, and give testimony will truth. church not institution or organization a human who aware spread his teachings and beliefs. church is fellowship of believers bound by love, living _ in power Spirit and built up by Christ (A. Naftallino, 2009).

Calling church require church for fight every disease, powerlessness and injustice good inside environment church nor society. church must cultivate and maintain by responsible all the source it has. Mission contained church _ in three tasks calling church (koinonia, marturia and diakonia), must run with the best with the right way in accordance with the context. In skeleton that so church summoned keep going continuously for understand context as well as see changing times. church is fellowship that testifies and serves. church is tool or media for doing creation God’s salvation in the midst of the world do three tasks calling the church which is unity that does not inseparable namely : koinonia ( allied ), marturia ( witness ) and diakonia ( serve ).

Synchronization Among church and stewardship of course must in tune in give impact real for service people. Rustiyati in book *independence DGI Church*, writes term stewardship at first used by American churches discussing about problem management and financing church Becomes not quite enough answer whole inhabitant congregation. Each one is mandatory give in accordance with ability, good money, results harvest, livestock, labor and others. Stewardship Becomes God - given task _ man for manage by responsible answer all source the power it has (DGI, 1985, pp. 30–31).
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Church is answer from faithfulness people before God for the call alone and how use source power for serve God’s purpose in the world and salvation. Size quantity not quite enough answer stewardship will seen through how much good church realize in practice his theology and mission church. Stewardship church contain mean that church through inhabitant congregation, given trust and get honor for lead and manage as well as work Duty service Christ who has mandated by full. In implementation stewardship is also related with tasks and rules made for support implementation Duty that. Rules this contained in church order and regulations other. Stewardship when understood by right, then will provide a unique model for life creative. Stewardship is key for interpret and integrate various dimensions life individual and life church in service. Stewardship is not quite enough answer man before God for life in every life in God’s will as revealed in self Jesus.

Church is a community stewardship in destination the main God in history human. Church represent start from man newly called by God. Church is description God’s family provides point constructive start for understand stewardship church to source power human, spiritual, and material in service God. Whole stewardship in church about source power must contribute to edification and unification church, as preparation for ministry and mission in the world. Jesus speak many about stewardship and He introduce principles stewardship with clear. In line with that, stewardship show not quite enough answer man on all something that God gave in this world. But on the side other, Allah as owner absolute that give to man authority full for build, manage and organize what have He provide. In other words, God does not only call man for do stewardship, but simultaneously with that He also calls man for cooperate with him. Through Thing here, church called for operate the responsibility as steward with empower, utilize, manage, and reproduce every source the power possessed, for implementation ministry and witness in this world.

All Christian stewardship must conducted with awareness that stewardship church is trust from God given to church for serve House the stairs. In implementation, stewardship church guided by the stewardship performed by Jesus Christ. Stewardship church aim for build body Christ and manifest mission dei. Church as institutions that have membership good congregation nor assembly, then in management required stewardship (Bagindo, 2016) Although services available in each church no same one with others, depending on needs the people and the abilities possessed by the church that (Siahaan, 2018) Because that ministry in the church is in dire need stewardship, because there is many must field could handled by people who are competent in their fields. Especially service performed the must character professional. That is, servants Lord have good will and ability in serve in their respective fields. Each one must could show the best service. Existence availability good stewardship will be very helpful Shepherd Hearing in process data source for planning, designing, implementing and evaluating the service it performs (Subsada, 2006).
Success in service grazing no could separated from role stewardship church. Shepherd Hearing in doing his job need stewardship good church. Trusted services need for organized and managed with good. Through stewardship here Shepherd Hearing could doing Duty service by effective. Orientation on implementation Duty service on quality, so that results service could satisfying stakeholders (congregations and councils) church. (Julianes et al., 2020) Implementing system management in service the church is not wrong either. The church that continues develop need many competent personnel in their fields, so that must someone arrange everyone who serves (Siahaan, 2018).

Stewardship is also important tree in service church, because stewardship regarding with management all source the power that has been God entrusted to church. All something is belongs to him, but He has pointing church as Security belongs to him, then church free arrange all source power that, but in the end later must be accounted for to him accordingly with the existing guidelines in Bible (Amiman, 2018) Stewardship is not quite enough answer related church with duties and responsibilities answer, then in do stewardship, church doing God’s work that has mandated to him and completely serve on the name of Allah and responsible answer to Allah above implementation all work covered on it. Not quite enough answer in do stewardship this is part urgent in church. (Amiman, 2018) Because church born and grow for serve fellow. church in herself realize will existence the call in the midst of the world throughout the ages (Hadiwijono, 2007).

3. Shepherd’s Role Hearing in Stewardship Church

As waiter Lord in priority service The word that was called and already educated by theological, Shepherd The trial is also required for do many known task as pastoral functions. Functions this already including lead worship, preach, serve sacrament, serving groups and individuals as well as represent congregation for church and world. (Walz, 2008).

In study this Shepherd Hearing as part urgent from which stewardship exists possible meaning give description about the truth shepherd in determine stewardship. The word ‘shepherd’ translation from poimen (Greek) or priest or shepherd (English) showing position as leaders, protectors, nurturing, caring, and their functions as giver food, caring for, and taking care of others. In Acts 20:17, 28, Apostle Paul uses term elder (older), pastor (shepherd), and overseer (bishop) to the same group in Ephesus. Terms the almost same it means but there are also differences on the side there is the similarities. Elder (older) is elders or elders show in the position where they are set as elder based on maturity spiritual. Pastor or Shepherd pointing title and function practical in service. Overseer or bishop which means overseer pointing authority spirituality and responsibility (duties more broad). This means somebody can Becomes elder (elder/elder) without must Becomes pastor (shepherd) but otherwise a shepherd or priest is a elder (elder). A priest not a overseer (overseer/bishop) but a overseer is also a elder (elder) and a shepherd (pastor). Not all elder is shepherd (priest) and oversee (bishop/overeer) and also not all priests or shepherd is bishop (oversee of/o overseer) (Ginting, 2009).

Grazing in aspect practical, can interpreted with zielzorg (seelsorge) or pastoral care or maintenance soul. Term seesorge no once disguised. See or ziel, nous is soul and care.
or *sorghum* means maintenance. *Sielsorge* is management always in a positive sense that is not can distorted by circumstances now. Task pastor / pastor and other Christian helpers inside term maintenance soul (*Seelsorge* or *zielzorg*, *cure of souls*, pastoral work, *pastoral counselling*, *pastoral care*) no just concerning spiritual but including circumstances life fully human. It's contained in it about development or progress and progress that can change to on or change to lower. Because service grazing always relate close with service whole people (Rice, 2006, p. 17). Not quite enough answer from Duty shepherd actually live truth Word of God, grow and get follow what will God, (Sudjono, 2011). So that every service performed for congregation no just only routine just but life that relies on Lord in serve with rely on and hold on to the role Absolute Holy Spirit required in look after teachings and testimonies centered on Jesus (Arifianto & sumiwi Rachmani, 2020). Shepherd Hearing or leader spiritual is also mandatory character good to be other people's attention to imitate his life (Meyer, 2005). So that when in stewardship he leads no be a stumbling block.

**Shepherd The trial must also serve with volunteering, dedication self, low heart and able**

**Becomes good example (Rupa’, 2016). And have Duty main those who are ordained for service grazing is "to equip the saints for profession service, share development Body Christ" (Ephesians 4:12). Because of works service clergy is serve church, then Christians don’t could understand profession that separated from contemporary ecclesiology. Understanding self church will always have strong influence to characteristic service grazing. Pastor become the core of leadership from every congregation and above leadership given by ordained clergy aim lead congregation for fulfill the mission in print Jesus disciples Christ (Rice, 2006).

Stewardship done sue the Shepherds Hearing nor leader church as well as trusted service Lord must life in dedication or devotion. The root of the word devotion is servant. Servants are (1) servants or subordinates; (2) slave ransom; (3) employee (Dictionary Big Indonesian). English _steward_ also means servants and administrators. So, the matters that talk about servant is devotion. In other words, dedication is talks about service servant, or person who is given Duty for look after God’s creation. Duties and services this no free from calling God, Cause role calling could ensure is calling to personal indeed has called be a servant of God who serves full time, cause impossible somebody work service that without certainty about calling Divine (Wiersbe & Sugden, 2003) And most importantly Shepherd Hearing church local is the most responsible person answer on stewardship church and welfare church local that (Waymire & Wagner, 1996).

4. **Stewardship During the COVID-19 Pandemic**

For give continuous and effective service to people, in situation whatever church no can stop in stewardship as part grazing (Hutahaean et al., 2020). The year 2020 is worrying year the whole country, without except for Indonesia. That thing caused show up Corona virus outbreak, which started from Wuhan City China, and spread to whole corner world (Yunus & Rezki, 2020). A global disaster that can called as pandemic from the Corona virus or Coronavirus Diseases 2019 (COVID-19). Reported virus to public that the COVID-19 virus is disease new attack human. Incident outside normal this make people people all over the world are shaken with Corona virus pandemic or COVID-19 that spreads worry and panic everywhere. Data that can be accessed in mainstream media that
hundreds thousand man infected and thousands other died. In Indonesia alone government has give warnings to public in resolve plague this to run effective and efficient (Buana, 2020).

The World Health Organization or WHO also mentions existence case pneumonia cluster with unknown etiology clearly coming from Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China (Siahaan, 2018). Then the corona virus outbreak has set as pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) (Widyaningrum, 2020). That's it make the COVID-19 pandemic has become focus the world's attention this. Because deployment plague disease this keep going occur by fast and wide, which has an impact on life social human, one of them is psychology and behavior man (Agung, 2020). Reported from the World Health Organization (WHO), the corona virus comes from of the coronaviruses (CoV) that cause disease start from the common cold to more critical that is Middle is Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV).

Whereas for the novel Corona Virus (CnCoV) is something type new not yet could identified previously on the case human. Corona virus is a zoonosis, meaning transmitted Among animals and humans. according to investigations that have been done by Sars-CoV transmitted from cat, mongoose, or weasel to man whereas Mers-CoV transmitted from camel to human. However a number of Corona virus cases are also circulating in animals that previously not yet once infect human. this virus called appear the first time at the wild animal market in the Chinese city of Wuhan in late year 2019. And start spread to all around the world as well Becomes a global pandemic to enter to Indonesia. Corona virus enters to Indonesia for the first time via two people who caught the virus after interact with inhabitant Positive Japan infected. Until day this as of January 10, 2021 worldwide there are 89.7 million case with 49.8 million recovered and 1.93 million died. Meanwhile in Indonesia itself there are 818 thousand case with 674 thousand healed and 23.9 thousand died.

Somebody called infected with Corona virus at first of course difficult detected. Due to no everyone infected will live look the symptoms needed two until four mercy day to infected people emit symptoms. The danger During grace time it's that person can just interact with other people as well transmit the virus it carries. here why quarantine independent or isolate self During two week feel very important especially for new people just traveling go out country or do contact near with Corona virus patient.

Consequence incident pandemic the make the world almost experience chaos by worldwide influence in all line life good problem economic, psychosocial, social, political, moreover in stewardship church (Arifianto, 2020).

D impact from the spread of the virus no only influence health community, will but join shake the country's economy. In fact, when this the world economy is experiencing pressure heavy consequence of the virus (Baharudin, Iksan & Abdi, Nur, 2020). The COVID-19 outbreak is not only is problem national in a country, but already is problems and problems global (Juaningsih et al., 2020). After second world war finished 1945, just the beginning 2020 the world enters global disaster. A global disaster that occurred in 216 countries in the world. This global disaster is plague a disease named coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by Severe Acute Respiratory
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Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). Deployment COVID-19 disease is very fast, and not choose who will infected.

Suffering due to COVID-19 no only experienced by physically by those who are exposed to COVID-19, a lot of people because policy COVID-19 prevention must lost source income. Hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will soon pass like far from smoke fire because total confirmed COVID-19 patients always increase every day. In situation thereby church must could adapt self regarding with service of worship and church must could play a role active help member affected congregation impact from policy government related with social distancing (Sriwijayanti, 2020).

Situation COVID-19 pandemic no easy for everyone, however Thing no means no there is choice for see condition pandemic this with glass eye more theology relevant. Gospel Matthew offer draft stewardship that can becomes answer from impact the COVID-19 pandemic is limited encounter, fellowship live between inhabitant congregation because worship implemented online (Sriwijayanti, 2020). Also during the COVID-19 pandemic, the service and income of God’s servants as well as congregation Lord experience significant obstacles and reductions. Not only in the area urban but countryside. Regulation government warn all people for limit self in connection social. Where before COVID-19 was experienced by the world, especially in Indonesia, the servants of God free do Duty service, namely preach in front congregation, home worship visits stairs, services for the sick, recreation, and activities spiritual other. However, after the COVID-19 pandemic, everyone service stalled and hampered.

But the plague problem disease this no can stop service stewardship church, because church must keep going capable adapt yourself and survive in dependency to God, so church could do various appropriate way with rule of the protocol program health the government should obeyed by tight. However in stewardship church need for could give understanding to Shepherd Hearing that draft base stewardship based on Matthew 25 can becomes references that help leaders church in mandate work stewardship church. As for in stewardship church based on Matthew 25, there is a number of necessary thing attention to, among other things, the principles of stewardship, basic stewardship, form stewardship, attitude good steward and appreciation for steward, who bring church to enhancement services during the COVID-19 pandemic.

CONCLUSION

Lord want so that leader church or shepherd be His obedient servants, and serve along his life with devotion to him. Form real from obedience that is readiness shepherd for work serve fellow man with use talents and gifts that God give. With so could concluded that Shepherd’s Role in stewardship The Church during the Covid-19 Pandemic can conducted with equip and understand about c stewardship according to Bible. next in service bring Among connection Church and Stewardship as base in actualize so that bring The duties and roles of the Shepherd Hearing in Stewardship the church that saai this addressed in Stewardship During the COVID-19 Pandemic. Although there is an epidemic problem disease this no can stop shepherd in doing service stewardship church, because church must keep going capable adapt yourself and survive in dependency to God, so church could do various appropriate way with rule of the protocol program health the government should obeyed by strict
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